
Groundbreaking accessibility – 
Patient data can be reviewed from any 
computer or tablet with network access

Optos Devices Referral to any Doctor

Data Security By Design
Image and patient data which is routinely backed up in a  
practice is costly and time-consuming. This new feature of the  
OptosAdvance™ platform - OptosCloud - automatically saves  
images and other data minimizing the impact on your 
organization and finances. Regulatory requirements are met  
and the highest level of security is maintained by adhering to  
the strongest encryption and security measures. 

Assisting with CFR Regulations
If a medical office is not compliant with the Code of Federal  
Regulations (CFR 1,2) they are at risk of fines. OptosCloud covers 
these requirements, as well as 10-12 other requirements that  
are often overlooked, giving your organization guaranteed  
protection 24/7.

1. All Covered Entities should have a process in place to securely 
backup ‘retrievable exact copies of ePHI’. (CFR 164.308 (7)(ii)
(A)).

2. All Data must be backed up off site. HiPAA final security rule 
(CFR 164.308(a)(7)).

Zero Effort – No Staff Time
OptosCloud Automatic Archive eliminates the need to archive 
optomap or other images to DVDs or a NAS. This function  
will ensure that most of a practice’s images and diagnostic  
reports are securely stored off-site.  It will free up staff to work on  
patient-focused and revenue-generating activities rather than 
managing the practice’s backup data.

Multi-Office Integration
Across multiple offices, practitioners can combine optomap, and 
data from other device modalities, to create a single repository in 
OptosAdvance for comprehensive review of patient examinations.

Real Time Backup
With OptosCloud, images and diagnostic reports captured  
within the practice automatically archive to OptosCloud  
eliminating staff time as well as the need to archive to other storage 
media. Data stored on OptosCloud can be securely accessed 
from any browser at any time.

“With real time back up and accessibility from any of my 15 sites, 

OptosCloud has made our data more secure and safe, while  

making it more accessible from anywhere…” 

  David M. Brown, MD
  Retina Consultants of Houston, Houston, TX

Fully automatic, increased functionality, 
simplified workflow, and network access
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Contact us:
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